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ABSTRACT

This paper is devoted to a comparison of some of the
representative techniques published in the literature
of adaptive beamforming in real applications� when
applied to speech acquisition in car acoustic environ�
ment The evaluation results show unfortunately the
weakness of these methods to reduce the noise in the
tested environment An acoustic characterization of
the problem is hence made to explain this lack of per�
formance It reveals that the main limitation comes
from the di�use noise �eld On the other hand� re�
verberation is shown to degrade speech intelligibility
Beamformers e�ciently remove this e�ect

�� Introduction

Speech acquisition in car environments is a di�cult
problem that receives growing interest� mostly be�
cause of hands�free mobile radio�communications �
For transmission� as well as for automatic speech
recognition� it is necessary to properly pick up the
speech signal and e�ciently reduce the noise that cor�
rupts it
In this paper� we investigate the use of adaptive

beamformers and microphone arrays for noise reduc�
tion and speech acquisition in cars The knowledge of
the exact or the approximate desired source position
to be steered is a basic assumption in beamforming
����� The undesired noise signals are hence known
to be outside that look direction of interest This
is an underlying concept which motivates the choice
of beamforming techniques for acoustic acquisition in
hands�free telephony The idea is to extract the de�
sired source impinging from the driver�s position� and
to simultaneously reduce the rest of all possible unde�

�This study was partly funded by the EEC� under the European
contract ESPRIT project ���� FREETEL �Enhancement of Hands�
Free Telephony�� The corresponding part of the project ended in
July ���	�

sired noise sources �engine noise� loudspeaker� aero�
dynamic noise� etc�
Beamforming algorithms were however developed

in radar and sonar processings They can be used
for speech processing� although there are some dif�
ferences to take into account The speech is indeed
wideband and nonstationary The spectral character�
istics of the noise and speech are often identical The
distance between the source and the sensors is small�
and the mobility of the speaker is not negligible Re�
verberations and the presence of both spatially di�use
and point jammers represent an essential cause of de�
sired signal distortion or cancellation� and unsatisfac�
tory noise reduction ��� Hence� modi�cations must
be brought to classical beamformers to give more ro�
bust algorithms
We have actually selected �ve beamformers and

evaluated them under our test bench Due to the
physical complexity of car acoustic environment� spe�
cial care has been taken in their selection for tests
and evaluation The tested algorithms are those de�
veloped by Kaneda and Ohga �
�� by Sondhi and Elko
���� the post��ltering technique derived by Zelinski
�	� and its modi�ed version proposed by Simmer and
Wasilje� ���� and �nally the multi�channel spectral
subtraction developed by Gierl ��� This leaves out
several techniques� but most of them are very close
to one of the selected algorithms brie�y described in
section �
Our evaluation is based upon two kinds of mea�

surements� the improvement in SNR �signal to noise
ratio�� and the degradation of the extracted speech
due to linear or nonlinear distortion The tests were
run on speech sentences uttered by several speakers�
both male and female� for various realistic SNR�s All
the results are presented in section �
A comparison with mono�sensor spectral subtrac�

tion techniques showed however that the gain pro�
vided by the microphone array is too weak to justify



the increased cost Therefore� an acoustic character�
ization of the noise in car and the propagation con�
ditions is made in section � to analyze these unsatis�
factory results
This characterization shows the limitation of the

�ltering performed by beamforming regarding the co�
herence and both the spatial and frequency locations
of the noise and speech It shows however that beam�
forming is able to signi�cantly increase the clarity in�
dex which speci�es the quality of the acoustic paths
between the speaker and the received signals This
allows a better intelligibility of speech at the listen�
ing
Some other conclusions and recommendations are

�nally made in section 


�� Presentation of the beamformers

At time t� a reasonable model for speech recordings
with an array of m microphones in adverse environ�
ment is given by�

xi�t � gi�t � st � ni�t � ���

where xi�t and ni�t are respectively the noisy speech
and noise signals received at the ith microphone st
is the source signal issued from the speaker�s mouth
gi�t is the impulse response between the source and
the ith microphone The symbol � denotes here the
linear convolution
This model assumes that the disturbing noise is

additive and does not tackle the problem of Lombard
e�ect� where the speech signal is distorted due to the
speaker�s stress
Now the aim is to recover the speech signal s

from the �ltering of the observations xi by the m
tapped delay�lines of the beamformer say hi� where
i � �� ����� m For such a scheme� a typical constraint
is the one that forces the array to have a pure delay
response in the desired look direction�

kR�f�� e�j
��fk
 � � � ���

where�

R�f�
�
�
�

m

mX
i��

Hi�f�� Gi�f� � ���

is the total desired frequency response� and � is the
required time delay Hi�f� and Gi�f� denote respec�
tively the Fourier transforms of hi and gi This con�
straint referred to as the distortionless constraint is
however too rigid� and the improvement in SNR is
generally not satisfactory

The idea of Kaneda and Ohga is then to allow a
small degradation of the speech signal� that remains
subjectively acceptable to the human auditory sys�
tem�

kR�f�� e�j
��fk
 � � � ���

where � is a �xed positive threshold Hence� it is
proved in �
� that the new constraint improves noise
reduction
Noticing the relative insensitivity of speech quality

to phase distortion� Sondhi and Elko introduced a
softer constraint�

���kR�f�k
� ����
 � � � �
�

R�f� is hence approximated by an all�pass �lter� and
the noise reduction is shown to be more e�cient ���
This method assumes however that the received sig�

nals are already steered This is actually equivalent
to the following additional constraints�

kZi�f�� e�j
��fk
 � � � �i � �� �� ����m� ���

where�

Zi�f�
�
� Ui�f��Gi�f� � �	�

is the desired frequency response at the ith micro�
phone Ui�f� is the Fourier transform of ui� the i

th re�
sponse of the steerer Then R�f� is to be taken as the
mean of the tapped�delay line responsesHi�f��Zi�f�
for i � �� �� ����m These limiting constraints are ac�
tually assumed by all the following methods as well
Assuming now the noise to be uncorrelated and

di�use� Zelinski proposed a simple Delay�Sum �DS�
beamformer �i�e� Hi�f� � ��� which is known to
be optimal for spatially di�use noise reduction �for
m � �� �� log�m� � � dB� The output of the DS
beamformer is then processed by an adaptive Wiener
post��lter to remove the residual noise still present as
follows �	��

WZ�f� �
�
Pm��

i��

Pm
j�i� RefYi�f�Y

�
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g
� ���

where for i � �� �� ���� m�

Yi�f�
�
� Ui�f��Xi�f� � ���

Simmer and Wasilje� observed however an overes�
timation factor of the power spectral density of the



noise in ���� and proposed a modi�ed version of the
post�processing as follows ����

WSW �f� �
�
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i��
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� ����

Finally� Gierl proposed a multi�dimensional spec�
tral subtraction method implemented in a GSC�like

structure ��� m�m���

 di�erence channels are then

formed to adaptively estimate and remove the noise
present in the corresponding sum channels

�� Evaluation Results

We have recorded a database of speech signals and
noise in a car environment using the microphone array
described in ���� This database contains � noise �les
recorded at various speeds of �� km�h� �� km�h and
��� km�h It also contains �� clean speech �les of
both male and female speakers� recorded with the car
stopped The clean signals allow by addition with the
noise alone to build arti�cial experiments that remain
realistic� and for which we can control the SNR The
clean speech �les are hence corrupted by the noise �les
at the SNR�s of �� dB� � dB and � dB corresponding
to the increasing speeds
We hence compute the gain in SNR in dB and the

distortion of the desired source signal in   The mean
and covariance over the �� �les are then given for each
method at the di�erent speeds

Speed E�GdB� ��GdB� E�D�� ��D��
�� km�h ��	 �� 	�� ���
�� km�h ��� �� ��� ���
��� km�h �� �� ��� ��	

Table �� Mean and standard deviation of SNR gain and
distortion of AMNOR for various speeds�

Speed E�GdB� ��GdB� E�D�� ��D��
�� km�h ��	 �	 �
� ���
�� km�h �
 �� ��� 	�
��� km�h 
� �� ��� ��

Table �� Mean and standard deviation of SNR gain and
distortion of the method of Sondhi and Elko for various
speeds�

The objective results given by AMNOR show that
the source signals underwent severe distortion� and
that the noise reduction is une�cient �see table �� In
comparison to this method� the algorithm of Sondhi
and Elko e�ectively allows some phase distortion of
the source signals� with however better capabilities
of noise reduction and less distortion �see table ��
We notice in both methods that the gain G increases

at a higher speed� while the distortion D decreases
This is precisely the expected e�ect of the LMS�based
beamformers which better reduce the noise with less
distortion at lower SNR�s ���
The results remain however unsatisfactory First�

this can be explained by the fact that the beamform�
ers have been trained or used in a simple LMS scheme
with nonstationary correlated noises These noises
cause the LMS algorithm to have very slow modes
of convergence� which require training periods longer
than those actually used This point can be however
partly overcome by the reduction of the �lter size� and
the use of improved versions of LMS Second� these
algorithms assume the presence of spatially located
jammers to justify the choice of adaptive beamform�
ing We will see in the next section that the noise is
rather di�use This makes both algorithms far from
their optimal performances
On the other hand� the � last algorithms assume

the noise to be spatially di�use This assumption
seems to be more adequate to the studied noisy envi�
ronment� and likely allows better results

Speed E�GdB� ��GdB� E�D�� ��D��
�� km�h 	� �� ��� ��
�� km�h �
 �� ��� ��
��� km�h �� �� ��� �


Table �� Mean and standard deviation of SNR gain and
distortion of the method of Zelinski for various speeds�

Speed E�GdB� ��GdB� E�D�� ��D��
�� km�h 
� �� �� ��
�� km�h �� �	 	� ��
��� km�h 
� �� �� �	

Table �� Mean and standard deviation of SNR gain and
distortion of the method of Simmer and Wasilje� for
various speeds�

Indeed� the post��ltering techniques achieve a
higher gain in SNR with relatively small amount of
distortion The method of Zelinski particularly re�
duces the noise better than the method of Simmer
and Wasilje�� with however more distortion �see ta�
bles � and �� These results actually illustrate the ef�
fect of the noise overestimation factor resulting from
the Wiener post��ltering proposed by Zelinski The
modi�ed version of this �lter proposed by Simmer
and Wasilje� precisely avoids this e�ect basically at
high SNR�s We notice for this method that the gain
G is quite stable at various speeds� while it tends to
decrease and to saturate at low SNR�s with a compa�
rable level for the method of Zelinski
In comparison to the post��ltering techniques�

Gierl�s method yet achieves a higher gain in SNR with



Speed E�GdB� ��GdB� E�D�� ��D��
�� km�h 	� �	 ��� ��
�� km�h �� �� ��� ��
��� km�h ��� �� ��� ��

Table �� Mean and standard deviation of SNR gain and
distortion of the method of Gierl for various speeds�

more distortion This is of course the expected and
immediate e�ect of the spectral subtraction This
technique is well characterized by the presence of mu�
sical tones at the listening This artifact is very un�
pleasant as much as the noise is nonstationary� and
signi�cantly limits the interest in this method usually
motivated by a higher gain in SNR
All these results are con�rmed by subjective tests

The processed �les were actually ranked between �
to 
 by �
 listeners� naive and experts The ranking
given by the objective and subjective tests showed a
high coherence The results are clearly in favor of the
post��ltering techniques� the algorithm proposed by
Simmer and Wasilje� closely followed by the method
of Zelinski
However� the global results obtained in these sim�

ulations are perhaps disappointing since they are not
extremely high in terms of noise reduction Non�
linear methods like spectral subtraction achieve bet�
ter SNR�s Rejecting beamforming techniques from
this conclusion would not be satisfactory
In fact beamforming techniques produce other ef�

fects than mere noise reduction A method like Zelin�
ski�s or Simmer and Wasilje��s methods reduces the
noise with a very small distortion Such a treatment
can be followed by spectral subtraction that will work
in a better way� that is� for lower initial SNR�s The
beamformer would then increase the level of noise
that may be accepted by the spectral subtraction
technique

�� Acoustic Characterization

The evaluation of the beamformers has led us to the
results described in section � The performance of
various beamformers was not satisfactory We tried
to exhibit the physical origin of the limitations that
the beamformers faced The acoustic environment
in the car is characterized by two aspects� the noise
level is very high� and the propagation is complicated
by the proximity between the source and the sensors�
and by the size of the volume inside the car that has
dimensions comparable to the wavelengths A part of
our work was then devoted to the characterization of
the acoustic environment
The acoustic characteristics that are relevant to our

problem are� the acoustic path between source and

sensor� the frequency content of the noise and the
spatial distribution of the noise To access to acous�
tic paths� we measured the impulse responses between
a loudspeaker located at the speaker position and the
sensors The measurement was done by sending Go�
lay codes through the loudspeaker� and convolving
the signals picked by the sensors with code sequences
The noise was characterized by the spectral estima�
tion of the signal on one sensor We use parametric
techniques �smoothed or averaged periodograms� as
well as parametric techniques �maximum entropy or
minimum variance�
The characterization of the spatial distribution was

done in two steps First� the power spectral density
matrix of the set of sensor signals was estimated using
smoothed periodograms Second� at each frequency�
spatial analysis was performed on the power spec�
tral density �or covariance� matrix using narrowband
source location techniques Other tests were also ap�
plied to the spatial covariance �e�g� sphericity tests�
in order to detect spatially di�use noise
The acoustic characterization shows that the noise

inside the car is spatially incoherent at low frequency
�below ��� Hz� This is precisely the frequency region
where the energy of the noise is high On the oppo�
site� the noise at high frequency tends to be more
localized �no point sources� but limited regions that
radiate� at high frequency Then the e�ciency of the
beamformer starts to be acceptable above ��� Hz�
but the interest is limited by the fact that the noise
at these frequencies is less noticeable
Beamformer on the other hand may have some in�

terest Indeed� we have also characterized the propa�
gation of sound inside the car� by measuring the im�
pulse responses of a large set of acoustic paths� from
one point to another inside the car One conclusion is
that the clarity index associated to each path� which
speci�es the quality of an acoustic channel for speech
transmission is too low It is the ratio of the total en�
ergy of the impulse response to the energy contained
in the late reverberation part of this response say h�

C�h�
�
� �� log��

� P
�

t�� h

�t�P

�

t�Td h

�t�

�
� ����

where Td is the total duration of the direct path and
the early re�ections �see �gure ��c� A consequence
is that the speech picked by microphones that are far
from the speaker mouth �eg a microphone located
on the dashboard� will not sound pleasant to the lis�
tener We have shown that this was greatly improved
by the beamformers
Indeed� the beamformer is able to increase the clar�

ity index The quality of speech transmitted is con�



sidered as good when this clarity index exceeds ��
to �� dB The measurements done in ���� show that
hands�free systems never reach this level when using a
single microphone We shall show in this section that
beamforming techniques increase the clarity index to
a level as high as �� dB
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The part of the beamformer that is most concerned
by this e�ect is the synchronization of the signals
This is in fact a �rst deconvolution step that reduces
the e�ect of the channel The e�ciency of the syn�
chronization of the received signals by the proposed
steering unit is shown by �gures ��a�b�c where we plot
the Energy Decay Curve de�ned as follows for an im�
pulse response say h�

Eh�t�
�
�

�X
��t

h
���� ����

In �gure ��a� we can see that the channel impulse
responses have a clarity index ranging from � to �
dB� with relatively strong re�ections and reverbera�
tions The �gure ��b shows that the synchronized

impulse responses using the proposed steering unit
have a signi�cantly enhanced range of �� to �
 dB
for the clarity index Re�ections and reverberations
are noticeably reduced� with perfect synchronization
of the responses to an equivalent delay of ���
 msec
The �lter resulting from the sum of the synchronized
responses prior to any further processing �Delay�Sum
beamforming� has a clarity of �� dB� with an e�cient
total reduction of re�ections and reverberations �see
�gure ��c�

�� Conclusion

In this paper� we have evaluated the ability of adap�
tive beamformers to reduce the noise in speech signals
for hands�free radio�mobile telephony
The evaluation results and the acoustic character�

ization prove that noise reduction is a di�cult task
for beamformers in the studied environment Since
the noise turns out to be spatially di�use� a simple
DS beamformer is likely to achieve better results
They show however their capacity or potential to

steer or synchronize the source signals Subjective
tests particularly prove that the listener is more sen�
sitive to signal distortion than to noise reduction
These �nal statements underline the importance of
the steering phase which is precisely not emphasized
by most of the authors Moreover� a post��ltering
step like the one proposed by Simmer and Wasilje�
becomes necessary as the performance of DS is bound
to � dB for spatially di�use noises
However� the evaluation results do not re�ect the

real e�ciency of a !good! steering� we only identi�ed
the inverse �lters of the impulse responses we have
measured It is not readily de�ned that the resulting
steerers really achieve the required quality of synchro�
nization� the measured responses can be corrupted or
distorted In addition� the motion of the speaker is
not taken into account Hence� an adaptive procedure
should be proposed for the steering of the signals
Simmer et al� ���� already proposed a steering unit

based on the correlation� which is not likely to work
properly in the studied environment We alterna�
tively worked on a wideband robust adaptive beam�
forming algorithm allowing a continuous time delay
steering of the speech sources ���� At present� we are
trying to better adapt this algorithm to the studied
acoustic environment
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